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At the end of last year, the National Council of the Slovak Republic adopted changes to administrative fees, court 

fees and fees in other areas of public administration. These changes were adopted as part of the public finance 

consolidation package and result from Act no. 530/2023 Coll., which amends certain laws and aims to improve the 

state of public finances.

From 1 April 2024—just a few days from now—not only will it be necessary to pay more for various administrative 

matters (e.g., obtaining a passport, registering a car, or transferring real estate ownership), but court fees will also 

increase.

Below is a summary of some of the changes to court fees:

Filing an action (based on the value 

of the subject matter of the dispute)

6% of the value of the dispute

Minimum: EUR 16.50

Maximum:

▪ Civil matters:

EUR 16,596.50

▪ Commercial matters:

EUR 33,193.50

6% of the value of the dispute

Minimum: EUR 25

Maximum:

▪ Civil matters:

EUR 25,000

▪ Commercial matters:

EUR 50,000

Declaratory action or a dispute 

where the subject-matter of the 

dispute cannot be valued in money

EUR 99.50 EUR 140

Motion for preliminary injunction / 

security measure
EUR 33 EUR 50

Administrative action EUR 70 EUR 100

Action on dissolution of joint 

ownership of spouses 
EUR 165.50 EUR 250

Action for a retrial EUR 99.50 EUR 140

Raising an objection of bias EUR 66 EUR 100

Motion to commence enforcement EUR 16,50 EUR 25

In addition, fees at the court of registry (Commercial Register) will also increase, especially court fees for 

applications for registration of a legal entity, change of data in relation to legal entities registered in the 

Commercial Register, as well as issuing an extract from the Commercial Register.
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